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acquaintances had made no sign. Finally, what had
become of Venner since January i8th? Was he still
living under the assumed personality of Alcott? And,
if so, where?
Once again Dr. Priestley realised that these questions
could not be answered by a process of pure deduction.
If Venner were to be found, he must be sought for with
all the resources which the police had at their disposal.
Hitherto, there had been no inducement for such a
search. But now, perhaps, the necessary machinery
would be put in motion. Hanslet, believing that Venner
had been murdered, might be expected to institute an
intensive search lor his body. But Dr. Priestley, believ-
ing rather that he had contrived the death of Alcott,
thought that if found at all> he would be found alive.
He decided to try the effect of his theory upon Oldland,
who could be relied upon to criticise it in an intelligent
spirit.
Two days lator, therefore, Oldland arrived at West-
bourne Terrace shortly before dinner, and was shown
into the study. As usual, a tray was laid there, bearing
a decanter of sherry and some glasses. But to-night
there was an addition which made Oldland open his eyes
in astonishment. A brand new cocktail shaker 1
Dr. Priestley, seeing Oldland's amazement, smiled.
" A concession to the modern fashion, Oldland," he
said. " I have thought that it has been inhospitable of
me to offer my guests nothing but sherry before dinner.
That I perfer it myself is no reason why I should inflict
my personal tastes upon others."
" 1 prefer sherry myself, though 1 must confess to
indulgence in the cocktail habit now and then," Old-
land replied* " I hope you haven't provided a cocktail
solely on my account?'*
" Oh, not at all. I think it quite possible that I may
acquire the habit myself, with perseverance/* Dr,

